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From the Helm
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by Commodore
David Ward

The June Logbook normally heralds the start
of the Combined Sydney Harbour Clubs Winter
Series. It’s when all the hardiest sailors head
out and enjoy the frosty southern hemisphere
weather conditions. This year brings a very
different experience with many Members now
competing in online e-Sailing, either via the
Squadron’s ‘Virtual Lockdown Series’ or more
broadly, in a combined Australian Clubs Series
organised by Australian Sailing.
Following recent health and government
announcements and the solid early controlling of
the COVID-19 virus, it appears it may not be too
long before we return to our accustomed physical
activity on beautiful Port Jackson.
The speed of this global 2020 pandemic, and its
devastating economic, social and health impact
has been disastrous. Our hearts go out to all
those individuals affected, including our fellow
international and national sailing friends. We are
very saddened by its impact around Australia,
particularly following the devastating 2019 fires
and subsequent flooding in some areas.
As we know, no-one knows what the future
holds, however the old saying ‘Look to the past
to discover the future’ has held us in good stead
so far through this pandemic. The key message
is that our Club will survive and learn from this
period of lockdown and emerge with a secure
foundation for Members to experience in the
future. We are fortunate that we all have been so
determined to ensure prudent management of all
aspects of our Club in order to get through this
current period of isolation.
Thank you to the broader sailing community for
all your help and support through these times.
We have seen major yachting clubs up and down
the Sydney Basin meet and work together to help
each other navigate through current challenges.
We would like to thank our state and national
industry sailing bodies, including the International
Council of Yacht Clubs (ICOYC), who have
supported us and our interests; we are grateful
for their assistance.
Your management team has worked tirelessly to
pro-actively adopt and interpret state and federal
government health advice and requirements to
protect our community. On behalf of all Members,

we would like to express our appreciation to CEO
Will Pettigrew and his team for their huge ongoing
effort. We have seen changes in the Club’s
traditional working culture, including staff working
from home, job sharing and team rotations,
through to matrix-style Project Control Groups
(PCGs) formed to guide and help steer the
Squadron through this crisis. This PCG structure
has worked very productively in conjunction
with our traditional line management/committee
structures and will form part of post-pandemic
working life at our Club. Thank you to everyone
for rising to the occasion and adapting so
positively.
Over the last few months we have seen the
significant impacts on our operations with
major decreases across all our revenue streams
(sailing and events/functions down by 100%)
and forced cost savings to prudently match these
downwards trends. We entered this pandemic
period with no debt, thankfully, and a small cash
reserve earmarked to repair the concrete cancer
in the carpark. Although this has cushioned the
financial impact on our Club in the short term,
we will continue to plan for the future when the
Club emerges from hibernation.
A significant amount of planning has been
undertaken to ensure the Club’s finances
remain on a firm footing. We kept subscription
rates unchanged from last year and under
our ‘Membership for Life’ philosophy, we
have established a policy to assist Members
experiencing difficulty to continue membership
until we emerge from this pandemic. From
March 18 we had no organised on-water sailing
and the clubhouse was closed. Our Waterfront
staff in the boatshed and on the tender service
are doing a terrific job in protecting Members’
boating assets and servicing their essential
repairs and maintenance. Our outstanding
kitchen and front of House teams have also
done an amazing job in supporting Members
by providing delicious Home Dining menus for
take away and home delivery, not experienced
before at our Club. Thank you to all Members
who have supported this new offering.
The enforced curtailment of our House operations
over this lockdown period has meant we have
held no live events and functions. We have
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From the Helm
Continued

therefore redesigned our engagement model and
embraced the digital age. It has been inspiring
to witness the outstanding work everyone has
undertaken to design, deliver and participate in
this innovative mode of engagement The Club
now holds meetings and events via online
channels such as Zoom, WhatsApp and Teams.
At the time of writing, several committees and
the Book Club conduct their meetings online;
scores of sailors are competing in virtual racing;
our Bridge players enjoy games online several
times a week and hundreds of Members have
enjoyed webinars arranged by our Cruising and
Sailing Committees featuring a variety of guest
and Member speakers on topics as diverse
as Anzac Day, living seawalls and optimal sail
trim. Our ability to adapt is also evident in
our communication platforms. We have seen
fascinating new segments introduced into our
Sailing and OnBoard e-Newsletters each week
such as ‘Culture Club’, ‘Squadron Treasures’,
and items bringing to light the great work across
our Club’s history and trophies.
Other teams across our Club such as Member
Services, Finance, House, Sailing, Maintenance/
Grounds and the Administration/Reception
teams have been busy surviving this crisis while
also starting to plan for the future. Another
saying which we can all take to heart is ‘Look
to the future to help plan today.’ The reduced
teams have not only been handling increased
Member enquires/issues (we have received 11
new membership applications over this lockdown period), but also juggling multiple support
activities across the Squadron to help the entire
team to work as one,
We are moving from pure survival mode to one
of positively planning for a staged roll-back of
pandemic restrictions. We will be vigilant in
ensuring that we follow the health and government requirements which are protecting us all.
Members should be confident that sanitisation
and other protective methods will be implemented
to the highest standard when we re-open the
Club.
We are using this ‘lockdown’ period to facilitate
various strategic conversations with many
Members and staff, and their input has been
significant. We are evaluating which activities and
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projects we may be able to restart depending on
Members’ response to this year’s Subscriptions
renewal and any Foundation/Future Fund
donations which may be received (though not
expected) in these difficult times. Some of these
projects are listed below:
• IT/Communications. This is a critical project for
our Club and is about integrating our technologies
with our vision to deliver above premium
experiences for Members and their guests, plus
employees and contractors. We do not plan to
build costly, bespoke systems but rather knit
together tailored off-the-shelf modules to deliver
integration, across workflow tracking systems
and enhanced communication platforms. This
project will also explore some exciting initiatives
including a Members’ reward programme and
SailPass (covering the new sailing rule 46 coming
into effect in 2022).This will help codify improved
efficiencies and effectiveness right across our
Club and allow us to continue improving our
Member quality services.
• The Conceptual Master Plan 2020.This project
is on hold until our finances are strong enough to
progress it. We do have a few major maintenance
projects which we have started to undertake
further research and planning at minimal or no
cost. We are exploring execution options relating
to the carpark renovation works which were due
to start in April but were deferred. We have also
recommenced discussions with parties to explore
options about our Youth/Dinghy launching project
(you may recall we lost our main Youth launching
pontoon in a recent storm).
• Governance and compliance project. This is
an ongoing review project which has progressed
well over the last year. It has delivered documents,
policies and procedures such as: a Code of
Conduct; new dress standards; terms of reference
and charters for committees. We have some
capacity now to restart and continue this valuable
work.
We certainly ‘battened down the hatches’ over
the last few months to ride out this COVID-19
virus. The slow and responsible re-opening of
these ‘hatches’ to ensure no second wave
occurs will start at the appropriate time and
hopefully be completed in time for the spring/
summer seasons. In the meantime we are

planning some exciting post-lockdown activities
in conjunction with many other yacht clubs. The
combined spirit between our major neighbours
has been impressive. We are presently discussing
possible celebratory combined events such as:
• A Harbour Parade for all clubs to thank all the
hard-working health workers and other authorities
for the opening of the sailing season.
• A regatta/cruise style event over a number of
days for racers/cruisers to Pittwater, Newcastle
and Port Stephens open for all Sydney Clubs.
• A possible combined spring/summer series,
similar to our winter series, on designated dates
for various sailing divisions.
We are also announcing the introduction of an
exciting new sailing event at the Squadron which
will start once the appropriate social distancing
rules relating to organised sailing events are
announced. It will be known as ‘The Captain’s
Cup Challenge’ and involve all our male and
female skippers competing for the ‘top of the
ladder’, in an Olympic style format in singlehanded dinghies. We will run Open, Masters,
Intermediate and Youth divisions, sailing in either
Lasers, Radials or Optis, depending on gender
and age.
Thank you again to everyone for your hard work,
commitment and support through these times,
and we all hope to see each other again soon
at our Club and out on the water doing what
we love best – Sailing!
Stay safe and healthy!

Screen shots from
recent online events.
From top left:
Book Club Mike
Fletcher Webinar
North Sails Webinar
Above: ANZAC Day
Experience.
Events are publicised
via the website and
the weekly OnBoard
e-Newsletter.
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A Year in the Life
of Ichi Ban
by Matt Allen am
We’ve had an incredible run and a lot of fun with
Ichi Ban since launching her in October 2017.
The boat was named RORC Yacht of the Year in
2018 and was a finalist in the 2019 World Sailing
Boat of the Year. This is a first for an Australian
yacht in both of the awards. In the same year we
won the Sydney to Hobart and the Blue Water
Pointscore (BWPS) for a second time.

Ichi Ban approaches
Tasman Island and
Cape Raoul.
Photos Rolex/Carlo
Borlenghi.

Part of the design brief when building Ichi Ban
was to come up with a boat that was primarily
aimed at offshore racing but also had the ability
to change course and compete at windward/
leeward style inshore racing. There is not enough
short-course racing to justify having a boat that
can do only one discipline. Obviously, my real
passion is with the offshore element of our sport.
It has so many facets and brings in extra skills
like navigation and so many different sailing
techniques when you get reaching angles that
are not purely upwind and downwind.
Since the boat was launched, we have not
stopped improving it. All the small details that
go into a modern race boat are what make the
difference between ‘good’ and ‘great!’ (or second
and first.) After competing in the last few Hobarts
on a TP52, there were a lot of things we wanted
to do to make the boat easier to handle and
faster to sail. Gordon Maguire and I spend many
hours discussing changes from the original
design and we bring the crew into this process
depending on their area of expertise.
The changes are often small but they continue
to compound as the boat evolves. The sum of
all these minor improvements enables the boat
to perform better and sail faster in the ocean
and also stay fully optimised as changes occur
within the handicap rule. It’s a constant evolution
tinkering with the boat. Some changes are hard
to measure; many are so miniscule, you have
to use your gut feel to know if they’ve been
beneficial.
When looking at these changes, we divide the
boat into two parts, the hardware and the software: the hardware is the boat and equipment,
and the software is the crew. Gordon Maguire
oversees both, with Tim Sellars running/
looking after the boat. In terms of crew makeup, generally about one third to a half are
professionals and the rest are amateurs.

For larger events we choose crew more suited to
the particular roles. For example, for round the
cans racing, we have bigger grinders, dedicated
trimmers, one mid-bow person and one bowman.
For the Hobart race we have fewer grinders, more
bow teams and crew more oriented to all-round
positions. We tailor crew to suit the event as much
as possible. We’re fortunate the crew nucleus is
multi-talented and know each other inside out.
Gordon and I confer frequently about optimisation
and performance. If Gordon comes up with an
idea he thinks will make the boat faster, he has
to prove why, because it comes down to cost.
As the owner, I make the final decision. It is a
sport, but it’s run like a small business – except
profits are rare!
An important part of our process is working out
why we lose, when we lose, and making sure
it doesn’t happen again – if at all possible. We
analyse whether it was a mechanical failure or
an execution of a crew job etc. It’s important to
stay on top of that, if you want to get better.
When racing offshore a lot of things can go
wrong, but if you can minimise mistakes, you can
at least take that out of the equation. When you
lose because of a weather event, we have to
accept that as a part of offshore racing. Weather
is changeable and unpredictable. I couldn’t count
the amount of times the weather forecast was
wrong during the last season!
The composition of the crew is a really important
part of a successful sailing campaign. We are
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We laid the boat flat for the first time ever in a
huge gust. I think we averaged 16.2kts for the
race, it was quite a blast! Again, lessons were
learned about our downwind technique and
we used the changes to good effect in the next
Sydney to Hobart race.
Winning the 75th Hobart in 2019 for my 30th race
was an absolute highlight for me and it also won
us the BWPS again. The race has always been
a bittersweet experience for us. We had won the
race in 2017 and were hoping to win two in a
row; however 2018 turned to be more bitter then
sweet. We had led the race to Tasman Island,
then were becalmed in the Derwent river and
drifted to the finish eventually, and into 5th overall.
There was nothing we could do about that, it just
made us more determined for the next year. To
be able to bounce back from that disappointment
and win again in 2019 was just fantastic.
In the New Year, five days after finishing the
Sydney to Hobart, we competed in the Australian
Yachting Championships in Hobart. Ichi Ban
won it for the third time in succession. It’s a
great regatta and we always enjoy sailing on the
Derwent. It’s always tricky sailing on a river.
lucky to have a crew group that have sailed
together for years. The crew like to sail with
like-minded people and we have an incredibly
talented crew. If anything is out of synch, it’s
noticed immediately. How they work together
as a group is often more important than the
technical ability one person brings to the boat.
It’s a hard job putting crews together, especially
for races like the Sydney to Hobart.
With this TP52, the aim has always been the
Sydney to Hobart and the BWPS. If we could
only win one, we would pick the Hobart race
every day. We won the 2018 BWPS with a
perfect score; to my knowledge, the first time
a boat had done so. These races are a great
opportunity for us to try out ideas we had
during winter.
We started the 2019 campaign with the Sydney
to Gold Coast race. It was an interesting race
and we got some good breaks on the other TPs.
Envy Scooters, my previous TP, kept coming
back at us and they did a great job of winning
the race; we came in second to them. It was a
tight race the whole way and we learned a lot
from that loss.
Next was the Brisbane to Hamilton Island race.
It was 15-30kts of full-on downwind sailing the
whole way in the south east Trade winds. It was
great fun to win the inaugural race. It was a
navigational challenge and featured fast, downwind racing. We had a good lead but got stuck
under a big rain cloud 40 miles from the finish.

The next event we competed in was the Adelaide
to Port Lincoln race and Lincoln Race Week. That
was a lot of fun, and the locals made us feel very
welcome. It’s a fantastic race to Port Lincoln and
well worth the trip.
We could see throughout the season the TPs
Zen, Gweilo, Secret Men’s Business, Celestial
and Envy Scooters were really stepping up and
getting better and faster. It’s great to see the TP
numbers growing in Adelaide with Pirate and
Another Hooligan joining Secret Men’s Business.
That was the best season of sailing in my lifetime
so far, I’m looking forward to going sailing again
soon when we are all able to!

Matt Allen and his
crew celebrate at
Constitution Dock,
Hobart.
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Tuesday Twilights
Season 2019-20
by Captain Karyn Gojnich
During the 2019-20 sailing season we celebrated
the 16th year of Tuesday Twilights at the
Squadron and the 5th year with our partner
Paspaley.
The number of entries on a Tuesday night
continues to increase. We had 41 boats across
the three divisions: Ladies non-spinnaker, Open
non-spinnaker and Ladies One Design spinnaker.
It was most rewarding to see our participation
grow with over 80% of entries racing at every
opportunity. We had more boats join us for
the pre-season warm-up days in October; the
non-pointscore racing in late January was also
well supported and will become a regular feature
in our season calendar.
We had a challenging start to the season with
not one, but three Tuesdays abandoned before
Christmas. Two were abandoned due to high
winds, and the third due to the smoke from the
bush fires. A successful alternative on these
nights was Members stepping in to hold an
impromptu ‘chat’ to help us improve our sailing
skills. Many thanks to Richard Lawson and
Michael Nash for facilitating these sessions.
Once again, a huge thank you to the boats in the
fleet that take on graduates from our keelboat
courses. On a good night we have more than
200 sailors on the water, and across the three
divisions there are 16 boats that have taken on
over 35 graduates from the Club’s Ladies of the
Sea (LOTS) and Adult keelboat programmes.
These graduates are enjoying the sailing, getting
to know Members and then progressing to taking

Right: Inspiration
Award winner Sandy
Lawson, in pink,
receiving the Jan
Williams trophy from
last year’s winner,
Genevieve Slattery.
Far right: One Design
spinnaker division
was won by Amy
Gojnich, Will Thomas
and Kevin Wadham
on The Jackal.
Photos by Isabel
Wartho.

up membership – it’s a wonderful outcome for
both the sport of sailing and our Club.
Our series would not be possible without the
support of our volunteer race officials who join us
every week to record our start and finish times.
I would like to say a big ‘Thank you’ to our team:
Trish Stanley, Joyce Warn, Margaret Crane, Nina
Flakelar, as well as Declan and Margaret in the
Sailing Office for supporting our series.
We finished the season with a sensational
evening on the water on 9 March. We were not
to know that just two weeks later all organised
sailing would be cancelled. The mood was
certainly festive as we celebrated the pleasure of
each other’s company. Commodore Ward joined
us to experience first-hand the camaraderie of
our community and to assist with the presentation. This year our end of season dinner moved
upstairs to the Carabella Room, to cater for our
growing numbers. The audience gave a standing
ovation to our Inspiration Award winner, Sandy
Lawson. Sandy is one of four skippers who has
participated in all 16 Tuesday Twilight series.
The overall pointscore was close in both Ladies
Divisions, and the last race decided the final
placings. Congratulations to our series winners
Eve Sheppard on Trilogy in the Ladies nonspinnaker division with her crew Natasha Miller,
Charles Watson, Kerry Maxwell and Hannah
Kann. Sophie Nelson and the crew on Lively
finished second overall, and third was Jill and
Annabel Hammond and the crew onboard
Kookaburra.
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Amy Gojnich on The Jackal and her crew Will
Thomas, Kevin Wadham and I won the One
Design spinnaker division. Each of these boats
received a set of Paspaley Maxima pearl earrings.
Eve and her Trilogy crew will also enjoy an
exclusive Pearl Discovery experience which
includes a visit to the Pearl Room located in the
heritage vaults beneath the Paspaley flagship
boutique in Martin Place. Second in the One
Design spinnaker division was Elyse GuevaraRattray sailing Holly with Nikki O’Shea on Elliott 4
finishing third.
Consistent racing saw James Merrington on
Mercier win the Open division pointscore.
Crackerjack, helmed by Chris Harper, was
second and Hansoff, skippered by Geoffrey
Jarrett, third.
Within our Tuesday series we have three nights
that are nominated as the ‘Mini Trophy’ series.

This year Trilogy also won the non-spinnaker
division and was awarded the Gypsy Moth IV
trophy. Kirstin Reblin helming Mojo with Theresa
Sarjeant and Julia Owens was awarded the
Bluebird Trophy for winning the spinnaker division
mini trophy series.
Chris Paspaley, Executive Director and third
generation family member, helped present our
participation prizes – the most anticipated awards
of the night. Each boat which sailed 80% or more
of the races in the series went into the draw for
beautiful pearl jewellery prizes. Our winners were
Linda Bell (Viva la Vita), Courtney Harris (Elliott 2),
Genevieve Slattery (Genovefa) and Kim Ketelbey
(Elliott 1).
Finally, my thanks to the crews who shared the
weekly presentation duties throughout the series
and also to all our sailors for contributing to the
vibrancy of our Tuesday Twilights. I look forward
to seeing you all out on the water again next
season.

Tuesday Twilight Inspiration Award
by Sandy Lawson
It was a great honour to be presented with this
year’s Tuesday Twilight Inspiration Award at the
conclusion of the 2019/20 Paspaley Twilight
Season. Rapunzel has been on the starting line
each Tuesday since the inception of Ladies
Tuesday Twilights in 2004. After completing the
second Ladies of the Sea (LOTS) programme at
the Squadron, run by Rosie Roxburgh and Milly
Brown in 2007, I invited my LOTS friend Claudia
Gormly to crew with me. Since then we have had
many LOTS graduates sailing on Rapunzel and
we have all continued to learn so much together.

The Bluebird Trophy
was won by Kirstin
Reblin, Theresa
Sarjeant and Julia
Owens on Mojo.
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Tuesday Twilights
Season 2019-20
Continued

Trilogy in the Tuesday Twilights
by Eve Sheppard
What a season of highs and lows we had on
Trilogy, (a Cavalier 395, launched in 1994). We
were lucky enough to have more highs this year
than our competitors! With three abandoned
races, marks that you couldn’t see because of
the smoke, heat waves, three wins in light airs
and for us an OCS one night, it was indeed a
season with a difference!

Rapunzel crew L to R:
Jane McCullogh,
Sandy Lawson, Kylie
Lloyd, Jennifer Fox,
Richard Lawson.

While this 2019/20 Twilight Series suffered
several weather events resulting in abandonments, we always had the opportunity to gather
in the Careening Cove and discuss rules, mark
roundings, port and starboard situations, overlaps
and much more. And after our sailing events,
there was always spirited discussion of the race,
often illustrated by moving drinking glasses,
knives and forks around the table.
When my husband Richard and I entered Rapunzel
in the October LOTS Coaching Regatta, our
regular crew of Kylie Lloyd and Jane McCullough
enthusiastically signed up. We needed an
additional recruit and Jennifer Fox, a new LOTS
sailor, volunteered as to join us. These three
ladies have taught me a great deal as a skipper
and they have also completed more than one
LOTS course each. We competed in the Ladies
October Series and went on to sail the Ladies
Twilight series together.
On behalf of my crew, I accepted the Jan Williams
Trophy. I am inspired by them, as well as the
leadership shown by RSYS Captain of Sailing
and Tuesday Twilights Co-ordinator Karyn Gojnich.
Thanks to the Sailing Office team for running
a series that is educational, fun, at times tests
our limits. I would also like to acknowledge our
volunteer Race Management Team who are
essential to the running of a successful regatta.
Jan Williams was a very special lady, and the
beautiful Georg Jensen trophy, Wave, leaves
us with wonderful memories of Jan and her
inspirational attitude to life.

I was born into a sailing family, and my sister
Marjorie (a Cavatina crew member) and I were
our parents’ Sunday crew on their 31ft yacht
Waimea every weekend. We were taught to sail
‘through the seat of our pants’ and were both
lucky enough to be part of the Junior Sailing
Programme at the Squadron, where we trained
and then owned and raced our Moths.
In 1968 Marjorie and I bought a Jubilee yacht
and began to race on the harbour on Saturday
afternoons against ‘the boys’. The Warn twins,
Joyce and her late sister Pat, and our all-girl
crew of four were the only women racing at the
Squadron, so it was a baptism of fire! I have no
doubt it was in this environment that we learnt
to stand up for ourselves as far as the rules were
concerned, how to sail Sydney Harbour and the
importance of great crew work. The other benefit
from this time was that I met and married a fellow
competitor, Guy Sheppard, with whom I shared
45 wonderful years of life.
Guy and I owned three yachts but each 10 years
the ‘seven foot longer complex’ seemed to get
us and we progressed from a M26 Folkboat to a
Mottle 33 and then the Cav 395. We sailed the
last two yachts offshore as alternating skippers
and had some very competitive and successful
years. The dream of cruising had always been
strong in my mind, so in 2001 we both retired,
added tons of spares and luxury items to Trilogy,
thousands of books, very few clothes and set
sail north.
We would be away from Sydney for at least half
the year, and the joy of exploration, isolation,
star-filled skies and improvisation far out-weighed
the sleepless nights at anchor or the relentless
SE Trades when heading south. Sadly, all this
came to an end when Guy died in 2014, and
my cruising days were over.
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It is impossible to take the love of sailing,
competing and rising to a challenge out of me.
So, with encouragement from the Cavatina girls,
I dusted off the cobwebs (from Trilogy and me)
and entered the Paspaley Tuesday Twilights
three years ago.
Our first season was not without some challenges,
with howling NE breezes, inexperienced crew,
some interesting altercations around marks
and certainly no time for drinks and canapés.
Nevertheless last year, with a more regular and
experienced crew, we managed to come 3rd
overall – a great result.
For the 2019/20 season, I had the pleasure of
all the crew returning: Charles Watson (Learn to
Sail graduate) Kerry Maxwell (who came to me
through the Networking Night the year before),
Ann Smith (a friend from our cruising days),
Graham Mason (a friend and an original crew
member of Trilogy). Tash Miller (who skippers her
own boat and was introduced by Karyn) was new
and we added a brand-new graduate from the
Ladies of the Sea programme, Hannah Kann.
As all skippers know, you cannot win races
without a well-oiled, skilled and passionate crew.

Charles, Tash, Kerry and Hannah were the regular
crew this season, which I think was the key to
our success. They sailed in the same position
and gave me input as to wind, tide, where the
opposition were, ferries and the dreaded cruise
ships! They all sailed with passion, never stopped
trying and never stopped having fun!
Lively (2nd overall), Kookaburra (3rd) Vivace (4th)
were always first-rate competitors and any one
of us could have won the series as we were so
close on points heading into the last race. The
entire series was sailed with enthusiasm and
great sportsmanship. It is wonderful to see a fleet
of yachts being sailed so well by women and
crewed mostly by women. It was very satisfying
for me, an old skipper, sailing an old yacht, with
very old and well used sails to still be competitive!
Congratulations Karyn and congratulations and
thank you to my crew! Young, keen and ready to
go again in November 2020.
Whenever we start our Ladies Tuesday Twilights
2020-21 series it will just be so wonderful to be
able to enjoy the sea, wind and Sydney Harbour
again.

Trilogy crew: L to R
Charles Watson,
Hannah Kann, Eve
Sheppard, Kerry
Maxwell and Tash
Miller.
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Sunday Twilights
Season 2019-20
by Captain
Karyn Gojnich

Right: Overall series
winner Petty Cash
being chased down to
the finish by Assassin.

Below: Mathew Levy,
Natasha and Lester
Miller and their
children.
Bottom: Solacious
finished 4th in the nonspinnaker division.
Photos Karyn Gojnich.

The 2019-20 season saw the second of our
Sunday Twilight series. We increased the number
of races from one a month to approximately every
fortnight, once daylight saving started. There
were 11 races scheduled in the series, although
we unfortunately lost our final race when all
organised sailing was cancelled due to the
COVID-19 pandemic.
While the number of entries dropped slightly
from the 2018-19 season, overall the number of
boats that actually sailed increased by 35% as we
saw casual entries joining regularly. Activity back
at our Club also grew as Members realised the
Careening Cove Anchorage was open for dinner
on a Sunday night.

There are two divisions. The non-spinnaker
division features a pursuit start which always
makes for an exciting finish as the bigger, faster
boats chase down the smaller boats in the fleet.
Consistency paid off for the smallest boat in the
fleet – congratulations to Geoff Barnum on Petty
Cash who won the series. Second overall was
Howard Elliott’s fast finishing Viva La Vita, and
third overall was Coco (HYC17) helmed by Sandy
Hamilton.
The second division is the One Design spinnaker
division which also has a pursuit start. This
season some of the Ynglings used the races
as an opportunity to change crew positions in
the boat and practise their spinnaker trimming.
Congratulations to Warwick Back who won the
series with his first event on the helm. The next
two places were Members taking advantage of
chartering the Squadron’s Elliott 7s. Second
overall was a family affair with brother and sister
Lester and Natasha Miller joined by their children
who spend the earlier part of their Sundays in
the RSYS Tackers and Green Fleet programmes.
Third overall was Stephen Wilson with sons David
and James plus Patrick Grew. They are regular
Laser sailors from up the river and had fun with
the Elliott’s asymmetrical spinnaker.
I would like to express my gratitude to our
volunteer race management team of Joyce Warn
and Susan Wade who help to make our sailing
possible.
Feedback received through the 2019-20 Sailing
Survey suggests that Members are enjoying the
Sunday Twilight opportunity. Next season we are
planning to hold fortnightly racing, on opposite
weeks to the Sydney Amateurs Sailing Club
Sunday racing; we hope a few more Youth
Sailing families will join us too.

Stepping Stone
House Bridge and
Regatta Days
by Richard Lawson
What a unique month March 2020 has been!
I imagine it will not be forgotten in our lifetimes;
certainly nothing in our collective experiences
comes close. The Great Depression of the ‘30s,
WW1 and WW2, are the only awareness some
of us may have of such difficult times.
Needless to say, the cancelling of the Bridge Day
was a very difficult decision at the time. It would
have been the biggest Bridge Day that Sandy
Lawson and her band of supporters had ever
put together with 40 tables booked in to play on
Tuesday 24 April. Where and how to seat everyone was the biggest problem they faced, until
COVID-19 came along!
We acknowledge the generosity of all the Bridge
players who, when the day was cancelled, agreed
in the main to donate their Bridge entry fee to
Stepping Stone House and its homeless young
people.
The Regatta Day was faced with the same
dilemma, and regrettably, was postponed.
‘AP over A’ (race not started, is postponed, no
racing today) was flown from our ‘masthead’,
whilst we tried to come to grips with the directions
coming from our government authorities. The
decision not to sail is certainly a first in the 21 years
of running the SSH Regatta at the Squadron.

As I write this report, it is the committee’s intention
to reschedule the Regatta some time in the spring
of 2020, provided our community’s circumstances
change. We will endeavour to keep all parties
informed of our planning in the future.
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The March Regatta was also shaping to be a
much bigger event than previous years, as we
had received entries from 30 generous yacht
owners who were to entertain nearly 260 guests
on the day. Entries had been received from four
new group sponsors along with the many other
regular supporters from previous years. We were
pleasantly surprised by the willingness of those
who wanted to take part in this unique day.
Many supporters have asked that we hold their
funds until spring, when we are hoping to
re-schedule. If, for reasons beyond our control,
we cannot reschedule, all funds will be dealt
with according to written instructions from the
supporters.
Our sincere thanks to ALL our bridge players,
yacht owners, sponsors and sailing guests who
have supported us through the month of March
2020.
March 26th, which was to be our Regatta Day,
was also the day published as the date of the
Raffle Draw. The draw was undertaken by Vice
Commodore Christian Brook. I am delighted to
announce that Pat Howes (one of the abovementioned bridge players) won the first prize: a
trip to stay two nights at the Lenna Hotel, Hobart,
including air fares. The Burke sailing gear was won
by Mark Fenton; two bottles of Mt Mary 2010
Quintet went to Kate Anderson; and the final prize
of a Park Hyatt Sydney dining experience went to
long-term Squadron Member Philip Brook.

Present at the prize
draw were from L to R
Max Connery, Vice
Commodore Christian
Brook, Sandy Lawson
and Richard Lawson.
Photo Isabel Wartho.
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Development of
the Full Aerofoil
Wing Mast
by Max Press oam
Used recently in several America’s Cup
catamarans, the fully developed and still
progressing full aerofoil wing mast was first
developed in Australia as part of the International C-Class catamaran through the
International Catamaran Challenge Trophy
Series which commenced in 1961.
In 1960 the Americans on the west coast
claimed they had an unbeatable catamaran called
Tigercat designed by NY naval architect Bob
Harris. The British cat enthusiasts at that time
heard about it and suggested a challenge match.
It was accepted but a venue had to be selected.
The Sea Cliff YC on Long Island Sound was
eventually chosen and that Club raised funds
and had the ICCT Challenge Trophy made by a
leading New York silversmith.

John Fisk, then
Commodore of the
Chapman Sands YC in
the UK, who skippered
Hellcat in the first
challenge match
against Tigercat.

At this time the world’s sailing body, the IYRU,
set up four classes of development catamarans:
the A-Class, B-Class, C-Class and D-Class. The
ICCT was to be held in the International C-Class
– 25ft length maximum, 14ft beam maximum and
a maximum of 300 square feet sail area, all in any
configuration to allow the development of the
class, and this applied to the other three classes
but with different measurements. Of interest is
that the International two-man Tornado cat which
first raced in the 1976 Canadian Olympics was
chosen in 1967 after trials in the International
B-Class (20ft LOA, 235 sq ft max sail area and
10ft max beam.)

The 1960 ICCT match was a walkover for the
British 25ft Hellcat designed by Rod MacalpineDownie who also crewed with skipper John
Fisk of the Chapman Sands YC in Essex. The
USA challenged again in 1961 with a cat named
Wildcat which experienced gear problems
throughout the series, and again the British were
victorious with Hellcat II. The Chapman Sands
YC had strong tidal waters and mud banks on
its racecourses so the second match and further
matches were held at the Thorpe Bay YC on the
north shore of the Thames Estuary just east of
the mile long Southend pier as it had open waters
more suitable for racing.
By this time catamaran interest had grown
in Australia and twin-hulled sailing craft were
becoming very popular. A strong body of
enthusiasts named the Australian Catamaran
Association had been formed in Melbourne
representing all the known classes of cats:
the two-man crewed 20ft Austral, Yvonne and
Attunga, the 16ft single-man Quickcat – the
most popular in numbers, and a few other
smaller classes.
The ACA decided to launch a challenge and was
backed by the Sandringham YC in Melbourne.
A Challenge Committee was formed and their
challenge was accepted for 1963. Trials were
held at the Blairgowrie Yacht Squadron on Port
Phillip Bay’s lower eastern shores near Sorrento
in May 1963 and the challenge team was chosen
after a series of trial races from five Australian
designed C-Class cats.
The chosen team comprised John Munns,
Skipper, John Anderson, crew, John Taylor,
reserve skipper, Peter Scarfe, reserve crew,
Albert Smith, observer and myself as Team
Manager. Quest, designed by Charles and
Lindsay Cunningham, and Matilda, designed
by Prof. Peter Joubert and Peter Hooks, were
chosen and these two cats, after placing
highest in the trials, went to England.
Both craft embodied breakthroughs in
construction. Quest was made of honeycombed
cardboard reinforced inner and outer with
lightweight sailcloth, and Matilda was made
from moulded balsawood.
The Aussie Team spent four weeks trialling both
boats on the actual Thorpe Bay courses and
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Miss Nylex.
Photo supplied by
Chris Wilson.
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Development of the
Full Areofoil Wing
Mast Continued

The Cunninghams designed and built a new
superior catamaran – Quest II, and she was
named the challenger. She sported the first thin
aerofoil mast of plywood with soft mainsail and
proved superior to Emma Hamilton which was
chosen, as the Hellcats were getting old and
designs were improving year by year. The match
went to three all, and in the final race, Quest
was leading by half a kilometre with Lindsay
Cunningham at the helm and John Buzaglo
crewing, when they were hit by a very strong
gust and she pitchpoled. Emma Hamilton sailed
past to retain the trophy.
In 1967 another Quest with a sock-masted
mainsail challenged. This time Britain had a new
cat named Lady Helmsman with a rig designed
by Austin Farrer. The mast was a part aerofoil
plywood structure; she was skippered by Peter
Schneider and crewed by the yachting writer,
Bob Fisher. Once again the British prevailed.
The Danes entered the fray with a superior design
and beat the British in 1969. The advances in
both hull and rig were proving successful at
each challenge. In 1970 a revamped Quest III
challenged the Danes, and after a hard-fought
match, the Aussies at last took the Trophy to
Australia. Quest III was skippered by Bruce
Proctor and crewed by Graeme Candy. Proctor
went on to skipper Miss Nylex with Graham
Ainslie in later defence matches in Australia.

An A-Class wing
masted rig, latest
version.

Quest was chosen by John Munns to be the
challenger. As it turned out, the new Hellcat 111S
was a superior craft and won all the races to
retain the trophy but a valuable lesson had
been learned, and upon return, a serious design
investigation showed that Quest had two wooden
crossbeams which flexed and allowed the
mainsail leech to fall away so that she could not
point as high as the defender. This was fixed by
new aluminium mast sections to replace the
original wooden beams.
The Americans challenged in 1962 with another
Bob Harris design for Van Allan Clark, named
Beverley, after the yacht club of that name in
Massachusetts, USA. Once again the British
proved superior.

In 1971 Australia was challenged for a match
from the USA. John Buzaglo, who was
Advertising Manager of the Nylex Corporation,
had been influential in helping the original Quest
in construction and had crewed against the
British on Quest II, now made an approach
to Roy Martin, a leading design engineer with
GMH who had a strong interest in catamarans.
John wanted to see if it was possible to jump
ahead of the design approach of part aerofoil
masts by experimenting with a full aerofoil mast,
something not yet achieved at that time. John
asked Roy and the answer was affirmative, so a
small team was assembled to proceed with a full
aerofoil wing mast design (a bit like a wing of a
plane.) John was backed by the chairman of
Nylex, Sir Peter Derham. Roy Martin suggested
they build a half-sized cat and try it out and
so they did. (The plans are now housed in the
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National Maritime Museum at Darling Harbour
as is Miss Nylex.)

sophisticated aerofoiled cat named Patient Lady
won the day and the Trophy went to the USA.

The half-sized cat and wing proved successful,
so Len Dobson, a well-known Melbourne
boatbuilder was tasked with building the two
hulls, wing mast and its two trailing flaps.
This was new territory but Roy, Len and John
worked together to overcome each build
problem. The wing was aero-paint sprayed by
Ansett Airlines at its Essendon repair shop. The
craft was named Miss Nylex and launched at
Blairgowrie in trials with Chris Wilson as the test
skipper and John Buzaglo as the test crew.

When the America’s Cup turned to large
catamaran racing, they looked to the International
C-Class for research into the hull, wing and sail
design, and developed their craft from there. It
was a great starting point and we have all seen
how they provided exciting racing and a new
dimension to the America’s Cup in its long and
wonderful history.

I am told it scared the hell out of them as she
was so powerful as to be almost uncontrollable in
certain strong winds. The two flaps on the trailing
edge of the wing needed fast learning as to pitch
and angle. A plywood ‘Holy Box’ at the base of
the wing was so nicknamed as they adjusted and
recorded settings until they were confident they
had it somewhere near close to understanding
the settings for most wind strengths. Trials were
then held among six contenders to represent
Australia, and Miss Nylex was the selector’s
choice. She raced against the USA challenger
Weathercock and won all races to retain the
Trophy which had by now been nicknamed
‘The Little America’s Cup.’ Miss Nylex could
point higher than other challengers, due to the
high efficiency of the wing which gained her
extra distance up wind.
Australia also led with the catamaran called
Nicholas and a later version Yellow Pages which
broke the world sailing speed records on a
stretch of sheltered water at Wilson’s Promontory.
Skippered by Simon McKeon again using the
design genius of Lindsay Cunningham who
had done much work with his father Charles on
the various Quest C-Class cats. Yellow Pages
reached 88.2kph (46.52kts) in 1993. Today that
record stands at 78.2mph! This was achieved
by Vesta’s Sailrocket II.
There were two NZ challenges over the next three
years with further developments in aerofoil masts
becoming lighter, more sophisticated and more
efficient. Slowly but surely, the world was catching
up to Miss Nylex.
Australia went on to retain the Trophy until
1976 when a fresh, new and more modern

In 1973 Chris Wilson and I co-authored a book
called Catamaran Sailing to Win and it was
a worldwide seller. In 1976 we produced an
updated edition through Kaye and Ward of
London. We predicted the further development
in hull and rig designs back then and even
suggested to each other that one day the two
crew would sit in a cockpit with a joystick on
hydrofoils and zip across a course at breakneck
speeds. How true – this has happened!
In 1963, on the way to England, the Australia
Team visited the Sea Cliff YC in New York and
were invited to a dinner on their upper deck by
the Flag Officers. As we sat there in fading but
warm sunshine, we heard the sound of gunshots
in the distance and everyone except us rose,
put their hands across their hearts and stood to
attention. A gun blasted off nearby and slowly
‘Old Glory’ was brought down from the club’s
mast at sunset. ‘The Yanks are more British than
the British,’ we thought!
And so, the sport of sailing makes steady
progress in its development.
I recall in 1996 attending the World Sailing Annual
Congress in Brighton, England along with David
Kellet a Vice President of IYRU, Bruce Dickson,
President of AYF, rules expert Tony Mooney and
Campbell Rose, and we bid successfully to host
the World Youths at Manly in 2000.
Paul Henderson, the then President, said
something that sticks in my mind: ‘Sailing is
a worldwide clean sport – it doesn’t create
pollution, it is out there in the fresh air, and it
affords the healthiest of pastimes, racing and
friendships.’
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Of the Squadron,
hippopotamuses
and 1919
by Chris Hartley

Right: Military crews,
men and women, from
eight allied nations
flanked by guardsmen
of the 1st Battalion
Coldstream Guards
(who also rowed in
the 1919 Henley Royal
Peace Regatta). In the
centre Royal Marine
General Sir Gordon
Messenger KCB, DSO
& Bar, OBE, ADC who
served as Vice Chief
of the Defence Staff,
Sir Steve Redgrave
CBE, Chairman of
the Regatta and
Gold medalist at five
consecutive Olympic
games, and Chris
Hartley.

The Squadron silver sparkled in 2018 as the then
New South Wales Governor, David Hurley, deftly
sliced the right flank of the hippopotamus. It was
a 200 year hippo birthday cake for Leander Club,
a sister club to RSYS and the most successful
single sport club in the world – with 124 Olympic
medals to date. More than 70 Australian and New
Zealand Leander Club members had gathered for
a bicentennial birthday party south of the equator,
and the highlight for these former rowers was the
hippopotamus birthday cake.
Famous for its pink hippo logo, Leander Club
in Henley-on-Thames, England is also the birthplace of the Royal Henley Peace Regatta, a
1919 rowing regatta with a unique Australian
connection halfway across the world.
In 1919, after four years of gruesome war,
Commonwealth troops wanted to go home but
were left waiting for ships. It had begun to get
messy: Canadian troops mutinied in the south
of England, men were shot. Troops had to be
distracted.
At the same time a weary Britain longed for a
return to normality. Ten days after the Armistice
was signed, there were already letters in The
Times newspaper asking for the return of the

Henley Royal Regatta. But it was judged too
early; it was already known that 250 competitors
from the 1914 regatta would never return.
In the Leander Club, at the juxtaposition of hope
and misery, a solution was born: The Royal
Henley Peace Regatta – not a victory regatta,
but a peace regatta. The Stewards of Henley
Royal Regatta were asked to run the Peace
Regatta with the main event for military VIIIs,
and a magnificent gold cup presented by King
George V, The King’s Cup.
Two military crews from the UK and Australia, and
one from France, Canada, New Zealand and the
United States competed. Against the odds and in
an epic tale, the Australian Imperial Force Crew
No.1 won.

Having first been
inspected by Her
Majesty The Queen
at Buckingham Place,
The King’s Cup is
introduced to the
military crews by
Chris Hartley. The
gold river down the
cup encapsulates
precious gifts from
the Heads of State of
eight nations, former
foes now firm allies.

And they took the Cup home. Permanently. But
that is another story involving an aspirational
Australian War Memorial, a truculent Victorian
Governor, Winston Churchill and the wisdom of
King George V. Although the end point is that
that cup is now Australia’s premier rowing prize,
for the fastest State VIII at the National
Championship.
Back in the Squadron dining room, 99 years
later, the now Governor-General of Australia, His
Excellency General the Honourable David Hurley
AC DSC (Ret’d) announced to the world that
the Australian Defence Force would defend their
King’s Cup title at the 2019 Henley Royal Regatta.
Henley Royal Regatta is the finest rowing regatta
on the planet. It is everything that racing on

Royal Regatta. There was to be a twist: women
would row in the same boat as men. For if we
now expect women to serve on the front line,
then why not row the same boat in their spare
time?
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However, with the 1919 King’s Cup now an
Australian national treasure, what would they
race for?
A new cup was designed and commissioned.
Fifty pounds of Australian gold, silver and
wood salvaged from the booms that would
have marked the course in 1919. The shape
is the same profile as the 1919 cup, the eight
components reflect the eight nations, the gold
line traces the course of the River Thames, the
diamond marks Henley on Thames.
But there is something far more precious bound
up in that gold line. Gifts of national significance
were successfully requested from the Heads of
State of each competing nation. And then melted
down.

boring, multi lane, 2000 metre puddles is not.
Side by side, gladiatorial, one on one. It’s brutal
racing on a quirky, marginally unfair course, with
100,000 spectators in touching distance and
through a wall of sound. The world’s finest crews
against the background of an English Edwardian
picnic. For spectators there are unique rules too:
take off your jacket, pick up your phone or wear
a skirt that shows your knees – and you are out.
It is an institution that changes, reluctantly, by
the inch.
However, by the time of the Squadron dinner
for Leander, the Regatta had been nudged into
enthusiastic support. As a Squadron, Henley
Royal Regatta and Leander Club member, I
undertook to re-run The King’s Cup in 2019
at Henley with eight military crews. Initially
conceived in 2005 as I led the first Tasmanian
VIII at Henley Royal Regatta, it was an idea that
become a reality. What an honour, what a task.
And what could have been easier than meeting
eight nations’ Chiefs of Defence in their respective
fortress-like lairs? The tale of 130 nights away
from home, persuading eight nations of the merits
of a sport, that some of them had never heard of,
to come to an event none of them had ever been
to, will have to wait. 120 military athletes were on
their way.
As in 1919, eight military crews, this time
including Germany and the Netherlands in
addition to New Zealand, Canada, UK, France,
USA and Australia, would race again at Henley

From the French came four Croix de Guerre,
awarded for heroism in the face of the enemy
from each year of World War 1. From Australia
came brass from the Australian War Memorial
‘Roll of Honour’ on which the names of the fallen
are carved, and a slice of gold wrestled from the
guardians who hold The King’s Cup of 1919.
From the United States came part of George
Washington’s 1797 USS Constitution. A gift
from the Netherlands Royal household; part of
New Zealand’s original 1919 VIII; copper from
Canada’s first Parliament; even a contribution
from Her Majesty The Queen.
The story of the Regatta itself, the magnificent
racing, the fate of the Australian Defence Force
crew, and the presentations to Heads of State
will be told in the next issue of the Logbook.

General Angus
Campbell, AO, DSC,
Chief of the Defence
Force at the Australian
War Memorial.
With the 1919 cup
and a print of the
Henley Royal Regatta
course inscribed with
the names of the
Australian Imperial
Force Crew #1 and
standing in front one
of the lifeboats that
landed at Gallipoli.
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Living Seawalls
Presentation
by Richard Lawson
enhance the growth of seaborne creatures in the
nooks and crannies of the tiles, bringing back life
to the seawall.
The overall intention is to replicate the effects
that are created by rocky shorelines with tidal
movements. In most cases, but not all, new
seawalls are vertical, smooth or sloped at 45
degrees. The standout exception are the man
made retaining walls at Barangaroo.
The work is being undertaken by selected
scientific personnel from the University of NSW
and Macquarie University who collaborate with
universities from around the world, along with
their supporting sponsors.

A screenshot of the
webinar presented
by Ass. Prof. Bishop,
top right.

On 22 April the Cruising Division undertook our
first online presentation, in order to stay connected
with our Members during these most unusual and
difficult times.
The Sydney Institute of Marine Sciences (SIMS),
based at Chowder Bay, is a returning presenter.
Approximately 18 months ago three of their highly
qualified staff presented an excellent session on
how they are monitoring the oceans of the world
by using satellite transmitters epoxy fastened to
the rears of turtles and seals. These scientists
are truly happy to share their knowledge with
whoever will listen, as was demonstrated by their
willingness to accept our invitation to return with
another of their favourite subjects, living seawalls.
Our webinar was ably chaired by John Taylor
who, along with fellow Squadron Member Dorset
Sutton, introduced Associate Professor Melanie
Bishop as the prime presenter and her colleague
Stephanie Morrison. Dorset is not a scientist
but is a great supporter of the work that SIMS
undertakes, mainly through his interest in the sea
and all that grows on the seabed. It was fortunate
to have him involved and explain the role he and
his wife are playing in supporting the organisation.
As Associate Professor Bishop explained, the
SIMS ‘Living Seawall’ project has been five years
in the making. Working with local authorities,
they are endeavouring to change the face of
manmade seawalls to be more environmentally
friendly. This process involves the fabrication
of pre-cast concrete panels or ‘tiles’ which are
attached to the manmade seawall. The tiles are
in various three-dimensional shapes, designed to

North Sydney Council has been a wonderful
partner in this project, allowing installations at
Sawmillers Reserve in two locations (2018),
McMahons Point (2018) and South Bradfield
Park, adjacent to Jeffery Street Wharf (2019.)
More recently, thanks to Dorset’s ongoing
support, there are new installations at Clontarf
and Fairlight pools which took effect in February
of this year. All the installations are constantly
monitored by a group of volunteers who assess
the growth at different tidal levels. By far the
majority of regrowth is by native species which is
very pleasing from the scientists’ point of view.
Future installations for the SIMS group are
planned at Rushcutters Bay, adjacent to the
stormwater outlet, and then Thornton Park in
East Balmain. The next part of the project is to
develop ‘panels’ which can be used on piles and
columns, along with the replacement of blocks
in the seawall at Hayes Street, Neutral Bay.
Many Members have expressed how they had
wished the presentation did not have to end,
as the information was both fascinating and so
beautifully presented. From a yachtsman’s point
of view, it was a captivating subject. On the
day, 50 people tuned in to the webinar and
subsequently 85 more viewed the recording
of the presentation on the RSYS website at
www.rsys.com.au/news-events/video-gallery.
Our sincere thanks to Melanie, Stephanie and
Dorset for your time and effort in making this
presentation happen in such a seamless manner.
This was a first for both organisations and
was extremely successful, as indicated by our
feedback.

The Fort
Denison Cellar
by Trent Goldsack

out quickly.) Naturally, all the wine events are
accompanied by a meal – typically a two course
fixed menu, with the wines on tasting at take-out
prices. What better way to break up the week
than with a few libations?
Without a doubt, the highlight of the offerings
from the Cellar are the Degustation Cellar Dinners.
If you have not yet availed yourself of this unique

Our Club has many wonderful and special
amenities, and one that I believe is underappreciated is our fantastic wine cellar overseen
by the expert team of Jamie Dickinson and Kim
Smith. The Fort Denison Cellar is, literally, one of
the best private wine cellars in the country, so
why not make the most of it? Gourmet Traveller
Magazine has awarded its highest accolade of
three Goblets for ten consecutive years. Voted
‘Best Club Wine List’ three times, it has won the
Australian Club ‘Winelist of the Year’ Award so
many times that it has been awarded Hall of
Fame status.
Our Cellar is very special: each bottle stocked
has earned its place and been carefully selected.
It prides itself on offering interesting wines at all
price points from $12 to however much you want
to pay. It will be hard to track down many of the
labels anywhere else, as the emphasis is on being
interesting. It provides a world to explore, so
book your tickets for the monthly meetings of
the Wine Appreciation Group.
Kim and Jamie know their way around the Cellar
and I would strongly recommend getting to know
them as I have over the years. The best way of
approaching your selection is to talk to them,
explain what you want, and they will make a
recommendation. This usually leads to my trying
wines that I normally would not and often being
pleasantly surprised, resulting in a significant
increase in my wine vocabulary which can never
be too large! The team now knows my palette so
well that all I have to do is specify a colour and a
price range. When I go skiing I have to bring my
own wine – a quick call to Kim, and I have a lucky
dip for my trip with a combination of favourites
and surprises.
The Cellar also puts a lot of effort into outreach,
chiefly the monthly meetings of the Wine
Appreciation Group. At these intimate gatherings,
the team encourages you to try different wines,
and I know that I have had my eyes opened to
many new delectable drops. Recently Kim gave
us a blind challenge to guess if the wines were
Old or New World. The results were surprising
to us all. To take things further, she has recently
been experimenting in the exciting world of spritz.
Every so often there is also a Wine Master Class
which is a grander affair with guest speakers and
a more focused tasting selection highlighting the
region under examination. (Hint: they often sell

opportunity, my advice is ‘just do it’. It is one of
life’s great experiences. The Cellar Dinner is a
private dinner party for up to 10 people to enjoy
its unique ambiance. You get a private waiter and
a degustation menu comprising eight courses
with matched wines selected by Kim and our
Executive Chef Ian McInnes. While not a cheap
evening, to enjoy a similar experience anywhere
else in this town would cost you significantly
more.
As you can see, our Cellar offers much more than
you will find at your corner bottle shop. I suggest
that you take advantage of the Cellar to explore
the wonderful world of wine which is a marvellous
boon to mankind and allow it to become an even
more gracious companion than you ever knew
before. I leave you with a quote from Dr. Samuel
Johnson, ruminating on a favoured port: ‘I am
consoled for not having lived ninety years back,
nor in any period but the present, by this one
glass of ancestral wine.’
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Sticking with
the plan
by James Mayo

Texas was the first regatta which Graeme, Tom
and I had done together. On the sail back into
the club after the last race we all talked about
how much we enjoyed sailing together, and that
it felt like unfinished business, as soon as we
crossed the line. So I said that if we were all good
to go, we could find a way to make it happen,
and stamp our authority on it in Perth about 18
months hence.

Right: Magpie.
Far right: Havoc.

The next regatta was the Milson Silver Goblets on
the Harbour. Tom was not available, so we sailed
with Ben Lamb. This was an important regatta for
us, as we needed to turn the tables on our training
partners and reigning World Champions, Havoc.
We beat them by one point.
In December we went to Miami, with Richie in
for Tom, where we were second by one point to
Steve Benjamin’s crew. In January it was time for
the Australian Championship at Brighton, where
we dominated, which was important as part of
the lead up to the Worlds. Three bullets helped
us secure a nine-point win in the end.
Around six years ago, Team Magpie set about
being at the top of the Etchells Class internationally. This has certainly been achieved, and the last
12 months have seen consistent performances
at the State, National, and World levels, with the
zenith still remaining just that little bit elusive.
Success included becoming the reigning Australian
Champions once again, but we fell an agonising
two points short of a maiden World Championship for our helmsman, Graeme Taylor, in Corpus
Christi (Texas) in 2019. We certainly tried very
hard, with five consecutive bullets in the last of
the nine-race series testament to that. Whilst we
are proud of this unheralded, and hitherto never
achieved result at an Etchells World Championship, it is not the same as the grand prize, and
serves as motivation to get there, without being
a blinding, single point of focus.
Changes to our programme during the last year
include being joined on board by the nine-time
World Champion in four classes, Olympic Gold
Medallist, America’s Cup winner, and reigning
SailGP Skipper, Tom Slingsby, who has come on
board to run the bow of Magpie. Tom was with
us where his schedule allowed during the year,
and this included the Worlds, Australian and
Victorian titles.

In February we travelled to Lake Macquarie and
won the NSW title with a race spare, with Jake
Lilley on board. It was then back to Miami for their
important Jaguar Series, and this time we won,
with Richie Allanson on board for Tom.
We finished the season. just before the virus
arrived, with a second place at the Victorian
Championship, when Havoc turned the tables
on us and also won with a race to spare. We
had Tom back on board and were in the hunt
at every weather mark. Being a little bit early on
the start line a few times was costly, and things
might have been different here, save for this
problem. Essentially, we just did not gel, and
may have been over-cooked due to a lot of
back-to-back sailing and travel.
We are training in readiness for Perth, or whatever is going to happen. We are also fortunate to
be there or thereabouts in regard to crew weight,
which is a bonus. So, a considered plan, that
includes proper nutrition and maintenance to
keep the body in one piece after several injuries,
and is then carefully executed, has provided for
both great results and immense fun, thus far.
Only the one objective remains, which should
come about soon enough, as long as we stick
to it and implement it well.

Youth News
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A Passion for Lasers
by Garth Bickford
I have been sailing since I could walk, and as my
father is a sailor, it was obvious that I would be
involved with sailing in some way. I openly admit
that I disliked every single day on the harbour
until I reached the age of 11, when something
suddenly clicked. I developed a passion for
sailing that cannot be replaced by anything else.
Encouraged by my family and friends, I went
for it. Six short years later I had passed Tackers,
gone through a short but successful time in
Optis, sailed Flying Elevens, 29ers and 49ers.
In 2018 I moved into the Laser and won back to
back club championships at two different clubs.
I competed in the 2019 Mirror World Championship where we finished 15th overall.
The 2019-20 season marked my third and final
season in the Laser 4.7. My family, coaches
and I wanted to make my final season my best.
Becoming a Member of the Squadron was the
biggest step into making the summer of 2020 the
best one yet. I was welcomed to the Club with
open arms by the sailors, parents, coaches and
the sailing community here. With no time to
waste, we jumped straight into training. The
season started with the Coast Championship at
Gosford where I finished 4th overall with one race
win. This event gave me a confidence boost and
also left me with lots to work on.
Throughout the season I was privileged to
attend 81 on-water and theory training sessions
coached by the Squadron’s fantastic coaching
staff who helped me to get where I am today.
I was also lucky to participate in the fabulous
Squadron Development Program and raced on
board Minerva in offshore races. I am greatly
looking forward to joining the match racing
program in the 2020-21 season and the men
and women onboard Minerva.
A few short and exciting months later, I found
myself at my first Laser National Championship in
Sandringham, Melbourne – it was the event that
all 274 competitors had been waiting for. Over a
week of sailing, we completed 11 races which
were the most spectacular and exciting races
I’ve ever competed in. Once the smoke from the
bushfires had cleared, the Nationals for 2020 had
come to an end and I finished 11th Australian

with fellow Club mate Xavier McLachlan 24th
overall.
Then with no pause, it was back to Melbourne in
the last week of February to compete in the 2020
Laser Radial World Championship. The event was
one not to be missed. Despite some gruelling
days of racing, I couldn’t have enjoyed myself any
more than I did that week. With a 27th and a 17th
result at the end of the regatta, I was over the
moon with how it went, despite being down the
order in the overall standings. Although it was my
first Laser Radial regatta, I felt that I had sailed as
well as I could, and now I can’t wait for the next
season! I learned many significant and valuable
lessons that week on how to sail the Radial.

Garth Bickford at the
2020 Laser Radial
Worlds in Melbourne.

Now that the 2020 season has come to an end, I
have time to reflect on my sailing and the lessons
I’ve learned. My biggest lesson apart from ‘don’t
get any black flags’, was to have passion for what
you’re doing and to work hard. Whether it’s at
training on the water, trying to squeeze the boat
flat in 20-25kts with coach Mike yelling in your
ear, or trying to pull that jib on the extra inch
when you want to lay the top mark, or when it’s
sprinting that extra step on the run to the park on
a Thursday. Having faith and passion will get you
to where you want to be. There are no secrets to
achieving what you desire: work hard, have fun
and love what you do.

Racing on Minerva in
offshore races.
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At the conclusion of the 2019-20 season, I won
the Laser 4.7 Club Championship, competed in
my first Laser Nationals, competed in a World
Championship and won offshore races. I am
deeply grateful to Squadron coaches Mike Leigh,
Mike Fletcher, Marlena Berzins and Nev Wittey
who have helped me achieve what I have today.
A huge thanks to all competitors, my father for
the inspiration, my mother for the loving support
and lifts to training and this great Club for everything I have achieved this year. I look forward to
coming back next summer for my first season in
the Laser Radial, learning and developing skills
in match racing.

New Zealand Match Racing Regattas
by Jed Cruickshank
Following the Hardy Cup match racing regatta
in early February, the Squadron Senior Development Program team headed to New Zealand to
compete in the Centreport event in Wellington
and the Harken regatta in Auckland.
The team in Wellington included me as skipper,
Jack Littlechild on main, Aiden Mansley on bow
and Tiana Wittey as trim. The regatta was hosted
by Wellington’s Royal Port Nicholson Yacht Club
and the match racing fleet comprised Elliott 6
sports. Our team was a new line up and it was a
different experience sailing Elliott 6s compared
with the Elliott 7s we usually sail. The 6s are
very nimble in comparison, powered up and easy
to get planing. With two Australian teams and
three New Zealand teams competing in the Gold
round robin, the RSYS team competed well in
the first round robin with three wins and one
loss. The team had very close racing with the
local favourite RPNYC’s Albert Stanley, and as
RNZYS’s Robbie McCutcheon’s team became
more familiar with the boats, the racing was
close between all three teams. In the Silver round
robin, Jed and Jack switched roles, and the team
won the round robin convincingly.
The third day brought light winds and challenging
racing, putting us in second place after the Gold
round robin and pitting us against the RNZYS
team for the semi finals. It was close racing,
and unfortunately the team went down 2 to 1.
However the team were pleased to finish in 4th
position overall.

We enjoyed our experience in Wellington and
despite the city’s reputation for strong winds,
the weather was sensational, and our hosts,
the Wright family, were very welcoming. After
the regatta we flew straight to Auckland for the
Harken regatta.
There was a large fleet for the RNZYS event,
with 14 teams competing and international
representation from France, US, Denmark, New
Caledonia, Australia, NZ and the UK. Many of
the teams were using the regatta as preparation
for the World match racing championship, also
at RNZYS the following week.
Conditions in Auckland were generally light, with
a mixture of sun and rain. The team were joined
by Jameson Prescott as fifth and we were back
on Elliott 7s again. The team had four wins in the
round robin, placing us 11th overall, ahead of the
two RPAYC teams and the Centreport winner,
Robbie McCutcheon. Our hosts, the EgnotJohnsons, made us very welcome during our
stay in Auckland.
Huge thanks go to our coach for both regattas,
Nev Wittey, who provided inspiration, endless
support and continues to go above and beyond
to push the team to sail at their best. The two
regattas were an excellent experience for the
team, and we came away with some great
lessons learned. Thank you to all at the Squadron
who continue to support the Youth Development
Program.

New Members
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The Flag Officers and Committee would like to welcome those listed below
to membership of the Squadron
New Member

Proposer

Seconder

B M Wexham
M E Saunders
D L Mclean
B J McFadyen
C P Harper
P Brown
D W Grundy
L C Chapple
M L Press OAM
R D Corbett
M L Edward
P A Marsden
D K Wakeley
J J Manton
M A Mills
R G Lawson
P R Curran

I F Rodwell AO
D M Saunders AM
G J Purcell
S P Wareing
P E Campbell
D G Sturrock
J M Widdup
P J Kean
Captain K D Gojnich
B A Wood
P J Cave AM
J P Morschel
A Psaltis
A R Killen
P E Mason AM
D G Henry
Commodore M P Levy OAM

M R Johnson
Captain K D Gojnich
K Evers
Captain K D Gojnich

C E J Johnson
P Lewis
C N Bova
C G Harris

COUNTRY
Baker, Andrew
Davis, Robert
Attard, Philip

R G Reynolds
R G Reynolds
G A Madsen

D J Chapman
D J Chapman
C Smith

INTERMEDIATE
Paterson, Unity
Evans, Jackson

D P Hardy
K T Nomchong SC

M J Williams
S Hulse

AFFILIATE
Wong, Deena
Sturrock, Christine
McLachlan, Maree
Townsend, Susie
Turner, Kim
Lee, Andrew

M L Press OAM
R M Hammond
P R Curran
M R Johnson
K Evers
Captain K D Gojnich

Captain K D Gojnich
Commodore R Chapman
Commodore M P Levy OAM
C E J Johnson
C N Bova
C G Harris

YOUTH
Turner, Emma
Turner, Zoe
Seeto, Nelson
Parker, Samantha
Lindley, Hugo
Lindley, Elliot
Lindley, Max
Lee, Olivia

K Evers
K Evers
C McKay
Captain K D Gojnich
P E Lowry OAM
P E Lowry OAM
P E Lowry OAM
Captain K D Gojnich

C N Bova
C N Bova
R G Cassidy
C G Davis
M W S Elsum
M W S Elsum
M W S Elsum
C G Harris

METROPOLITAN
Greader, Philip
Laforest, Elizabeth
Gatti, Dino
Gorman, Michael
McLeod, Alejandra
Fenger, Marius
Spence, David
Maclagan, Lorraine
Wong, Sean
Adcock, Margaret
Doyle, Michael
Jordan, Kerrie
Love, Angus
Waterhouse, Louise
Mason AC KBE GBM QC, Sir Anthony
Dan, Joanne
McLachlan AM AO,
Major General Fergus
Townsend, Christopher
Mansley, Michael
Turner, Matthew
Hughes, Rhian

The Flag Officers,
Committee and
Members extend their
sympathies to the
families of those recently
deceased Members
listed below:
Lumb AM, Graham
Robert; Pennefather,
Graham Robert;
Beadle, Warwick Arthur;
McCallum, Peter;
Dodds, Diana Elizabeth;
Guest, Philip John;
Dwyer, Donald John;
Waring, John Mead.
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RSYS International Women’s Day
Breakfast by Gabrielle Holles
The Squadron
celebrated International
Women’s Day with a
breakfast in the Carabella
Room on 6 March 2020.
We were fortunate to
have as our guest
speaker the eminent
investigative journalist
and Gold Walkley
winner Pamela Williams.

Pamela spoke about
her journalism career
which has spanned more
than three decades and her experiences as a
woman in the media. She told an appreciative
audience (of both genders) about her unusual
path to a career in journalism due to family
commitments, and the mentors and challenges
she encountered as she made her way to the
top tier of journalism in this country. Pamela
shared her insights into the power of women
today in the media and the progress that has
been made as women overcome barriers in
this competitive environment.
At the conclusion of her talk, Pamela took
questions from the audience. She was able to
give an insider’s perspective on media issues
such as concentration of media ownership and
the recent closure of AAP. We hope to invite
Pamela as a guest speaker at a dinner at the
Club in the near future so that more Members
have the opportunity to hear the views of one
of the media industry’s high achievers.
Top: John Maclurcan
and David Payne
co-presented the
latest instalment of
the popular Squadron
History luncheons.
Above: Executive Chef
Ian McInnes prepares
Seafood Pies for our
Home Dining menu.
Right: Online Bridge
in action.

Bridge Report by Elsbeth Hodgkinson

RSYS Online Bridge is proving exceptionally
popular. We play on Monday at 2pm and
Thursday at 10.30am via a system called BBO –
Bridge Base On-line. It is a world-wide platform
and free to join, just requiring the player to sign in
with a chosen Username and Password. There is
no visual or audio contact between players, but
there is a chat screen alongside the Bridge table.
We use WhatsApp groups and audio to assist
new players. Sessions last about 1.5 to 2 hours.
If you would like to join in, please phone any of
the Bridge Committee in the Bridge phone book
and we shall get you started.

Club Information

Clubhouse

Due to Government regulations during the
COVID-19 pandemic, Clubhouse access is
restricted to diners with bookings.
Please note this information is current at the time
of going to press and may change. For the latest
updates on the Clubhouse operations, please
visit our website www.rsys.com.au/COVID-19.

Reception

The House Reception is manned Monday to
Friday from 8am to 6pm and on weekends from
9am until 4pm.
For urgent business outside of these hours
please ask to speak to the Manager on duty.

Home Dining

We are pleased to offer a wide range of ready to
eat fine dining dishes, frozen meals, hot roasts
and family meals for you to enjoy at home –
either delivered to your door or for collection from
the northern entrance of our Club.
Hours of operation:
Monday to Friday, 3-8pm (last orders 7.30pm)
Saturdays, 12-2pm & 3-8pm (last orders 7.30pm)
Sundays, 12-2pm
Menus have been posted to Members with
their statements and may be viewed online at
www.rsys.com.au/home-dining.

Fort Denison Cellar

The Cellar is open and Members are welcome to
enter and purchase wine. Please assist our staff
to comply with social distancing rules by making
an appointment in advance, call Jamie or Kim on
02 9017 0121.
Wine lists have been posted to Members with
their statements and may be viewed online at
www.rsys.com.au/clubhouse/cellar
(login to Members Area) and
www.rsys.com.au/home-dining.
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Waterfront

Our Waterfront is open for all boat repairs and
maintenance. Our staff are on hand for anti-foul
jobs, shipwright, electrical and mechanical work.
Call Louise on 02 9017 0161 to make a booking.
The tender service is running and fuel is available
Monday-Friday 8am-4pm and weekends
8am-5pm. Please note restrictions and
conditions apply to use of the Pond and tender
service. Please see our website for details.

Accommodation

House Rooms
The eight furnished House rooms are closed,
undergoing refurbishment.
Waterfront Apartments
Our five fully furnished, serviced apartments
are available for booking. They have Harbour
frontage and are only minutes’ walking distance
to Sydney rail and ferries. Disabled access to
the apartments is not available.
All apartments are decorated with nautical
memorabilia and international yacht club
burgees.
Deposits:
A non-refundable deposit of $100 (or one
night’s room rate whichever is the lesser) per
room, per stay, is necessary at the time of
booking (this deposit may be transferable to
another date provided written notice is given
14 days in advance and approved by the
Secretary). A full list of rooms and rates is
available from the Members section of the
website www.rsys.com.au.

Tuesday Twilights. Photo Isabel Wartho.

